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Hereditary tyrosinemia type-1 (HT-1) is an autosomal recessive inborn error of metabolism caused by the
deficiency in the enzyme fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase (FAH), leading to hepato-renal complications.
Early diagnosis is crucial to promptly initiate treatment that combines administration of
2-(2-nitro-4-trifluoromethyl benzoyl)-1,3-cyclohexanedione (NTBC) and tyrosine/phenylalanine restricted
diet. In Chile, newborn screening does not include HT-1 and patients are clinically diagnosed in later
stages. Therefore, patients might present sudden hepatic failure or hepatocarcinoma, in spite of their
adherence to treatment. Our patients are clinically diverse and it has not been entirely determined which
factors contribute to more or less extent to the prognosis of disease severity. The aim of the present
study was to identify subpopulations of HT-1 patients in active follow-up by using a machine-learning
(ML) approach based on biochemical and clinical features. Our approach considered synthetic data
augmentation to achieve well-defined subpopulations. We collected 6-time points of retrospective
clinical, dietary and biochemical data from the quarterly follow-up from our patients (n=19). Biochemical
data comprised 16 parameters, including NTBC in blood, Succinylacetone (SA) in urine, amino acids,
alpha-fetoprotein and liver biomarkers. Then we labeled patients as adherent when NTBS > 15 μmol/L in
DBS, SA < 0.5 mmol/mol creatinine and Tyrosine < 600 μmol/L in plasma. Otherwise, the patient was
labeled as non-adherent. Using this labeled data, we generated synthetic adherent and non-adherent
patients via Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), thus we ended up having a hybrid dataset
(empirical data plus synthetic data). From this hybrid dataset, we identified subpopulations of patients
via two-step dimensionality reduction; metabolite reduction followed by temporal reduction, in
combination with semi-supervised clustering techniques. In conclusion, this is a pilot ML-based study
applied for HT-1 patient adherence classification. By data augmentation through data synthesis, we were
able to identify subgroups of HT-1 patients according to follow-up adherence criteria. Future studies
integrating laboratory and clinical data from multiple centers will allow us to develop predictive models
for disease severity and to anticipate liver complications.
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